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Maang tikka with a pony

A trending look with a maang tikka is a
ponytail. Messy ponytails with maang tikka
will glam up your look for any event. You
just need to pull your hair up and make it

in a ponytail, then very carefully place
maang tikka on your forehead. After that,

leave some loose strands for a more
stylish look. 

 

Flower maang tikka
 

Nowadays brides prefer to style a set
of flower jewellery for their haldi. The
bridesmaids and other women also

style it. Flower maang tikka looks
very beautiful for the day event of

Haldi.
 

HOW TO WEAR 
 MAANG TIKKA
7 ways to style it

wear it with a puff
hairstyle

For beginners it is perfect. Start
with placing your maang tikka on
the centre of your forehead. Then

place your puff over the maang
tikka. After that carefully take
your over the puff pat it nicely

and secure it with pins. Now you
can wear your hair down or you

can also make a bun.

Low bun with maang
tikka

Maang tikka is a piece of jewellery
that beautifies your forehead.

Women prefer a beautifully messy
bun to carry for any wedding event

and styling it with a maang tikka
looks gorgeous. After placing your
maang tikka on the middle of your
forehead securely make a bun and

add some flowers to your bun. It will
give you look an elegant touch.

Style maang tikka with
braids

Want to carry that glamorous hairdo with
maang tikka here we are. It is perfect to
style your maang tikka with braids. For

those who have long hair, it is perfect for
them. Remember Aishwarya from Hum Dil

De Chukey Sanam she was looking stunning
with that hairdo. You can add some jasmine

flowers to your braids that will look very
beautiful. 

 

Open hair with maang tikka

If you like to keep your hair open then this
style is for you. First, brush your hair and
detangle it, then you can curl it or leave it
if you want your natural hair. Then take a
section of hair from the front part of your

head and divide it into two parts. Take
your maang tikka and place it in the centre

part of your head. Take a bobby pin and
secure it from the end. 

Maang tikka in
NAWABI way

You may have seen this style in
Mughal films. You just have to
make a side part hairstyle and
place your maang tikka on the

side of your head.  It gives you a
regal look for the evening. 

 


